
I AM LEGEND GENRE ESSAY

(Carl Sagan) In â€œI Am Legendâ€• the main character Robert Neville states in his essay, The Nature of Horror, horror
is one of the genres â€œin.

The film and story revolve around one sole character: Robert Neville, played by Will Smith, who is thought to
be the last man on earth. The cons for this movie was its story line its hard to believe that if the bridge was
blew up from the start of the movie that Anna some how was able to get to Robert by car. In this movie it
starts with Neville remembering his past daily life as a military scientists. I Am Legend departs from the
classic zombie genre though many ways, for example the creatures are capable of thought and emotion, but it
also provides a new twist by incorporating a religious aspect to the plot. Unlike many other zombie movies,
the infected in I Am Legend were intelligent and retained some human characteristics, such as emotion. These
mutants were results of a man-made virus that killed off most of the population. A characters traits,
attributions, motivations and desires take part in their ability to become a strong heroic figure, these character
aspects will affect the journey of the narrative and story. As times changed Disney was challenged to tell new
and diverse tales. Alice Krippin Emma Thompson inadvertently turned the human population into
Darkseekers. A small brook glides through it, with just a murmur enough to lull one to repose; and the
occasional whistle of a quail, or tapping of a woodpecker, is almost the only sound that ever breaks in upon
the uniform tranquility. As Robert chases down the deer, we get a tour of the now desolate city of New York;
it is hard to imagine how a once heavily populated place such as New York is regressed to ruble. Initially a
cure for cancer, a genetically engineered virus developed by Dr. It depicts the highly male dominated
broadcast team and shows the shake up when a woman is hired as a reporter and has aspirations of becoming
an anchor the television station. You are on page 1of 5 Search inside document Alexis Maxinez Writing 37
Lynda Haas Oct 28, I Am Legend At first, being the last person alive on Earth might seem like a rather
interesting and fascinating world to be in, by now Im sure weve all played out this scenario in our minds
thousands of times already, lets just hope it is nothing like the film I Am Legend. Nature is slowly taking back
what is rightfully hers, grass is growing wildly and animals, such as deer and lions, roam freely. The text led
the way for other virus infected zombie films such as 28 Days Later and The Walking Dead. According to the
four stages of genre development, the novel falls into the primitive stage; this is because the conventions for
the genre were just developing. This scene has the same effect as the scene in 28 Days later, were Jim awakens
from his comma and wonders the empty city of London, they both put the magnitude of the apocalypse into a
different perspective. He did an outstanding job of creating a realistic abandoned New York city with cars
scatterd through out the city with no movement. Unfortunately, most od these films were hardly true to what
really happened, in which most scenes in the film were either heavily romanticised or simply totally made up
altogether. The darker colors were used to set the mood for scarey scenes. How long can Robert Neville
survive alone with his dog in a world of vampires and how long do you think you can live in this case? Much
of the humor in Monty Python and the Holy Grail derives from the pure absurdity of its characters and
situations. Wikimedia Foundation, 10 Dec.


